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SQL Server BI Developer I with 12 years of experience in the Retail domain, with 
experience as Database Developer and Business intelligence developer using various
tools like SSMS (SQL server Management Studio), SSIS (Integration Services), SSRS 
(Report Services) and SSAS (Analysis Services), databases MS SQL Server Oracle and
MS Access and configuration tools Team Foundation Server and Microsoft Visual 
Source Safe. 

EXPERIENCE

SQL Server BI Developer I
Walgreens - JUNE 2010 – PRESENT

 Involving in the complete software development lifecycle (SDLC) 
process by analyzing business requirements and understanding the 
functional workflow of information from source systems to destination
systems.

 Designing and developing the SSIS packages to import and export 
data from ms excel, SQL server 2005 and flat files.

 Experience in data normalization and data modeling and generating 
mapping documents.

 Used various transformations in SSIS data flow, control flow using for 
loop containers and fuzzy lookups etc.

 Involving in ETL architecture enhancements to increase the 
performance using query optimizer.

 Worked on ssis project deployment, configure different environments, 
catalogs, environment parameter mappings and configured log 
settings at the server level for packages deployed in integration 
services catalogs.

 Involved in designing, developing and testing the ETL (extract, 
transformation, and load) strategy to populate the data from various 
source systems feeds using ssis.

SQL Server BI Developer  
ABC Corp - 2006 – 2010

 Created SSIS packages for data conversion using data conversion 
transformation.

 Configured the loading of data into slowly changing dimensions using 
slowly changing dimension wizard.

 Advanced extensible reporting skills using SQL server 2008 reporting 
services (SSRS).

 Designed and created report templates, bar graphs and pie charts 
based on the financial data.

 Developed various types of complex reports like drill down, drill 
through, crosstab reports.
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 Extensively performed data processes, data mappings, data 
dictionaries, data pulls and reporting solutions.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant
to your current role. In case if you dont need it you can delete it.

EDUCATION

 Bachelor Of Technology - 2005 (JNTU(Jawaharlal Nehru Technological 
University) )

SKILLS

Databases SQL Server, MS Access 7.0 Data Modeling Tools Case Studio 2, Visio 
Business Intelligence SSIS, SSRS, SSAS, DTS Version Control Team Foundation Server 
(TFS), Visual Source Safe.
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